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Abstract
This study develops an efficiency wage model in which workers have imperfect information about wages elsewhere. Firms’ profit-maximizing behavior
results in a Phillips curve relationship. Three types of Phillips curves are derived: a wage-wage Phillips curve, a wage-price Phillips curve, and a priceprice Phillips curve. The wage-wage Phillips curve is a reduced form relationship with the coefficient on lagged wage inflation equaling 1. To obtain the
wage-price and the price-price Phillips curves, stochastic shocks to the growth
rate of demand are modeled, yielding expressions over time for wage inflation,
price inflation, and unemployment. These expressions are used in a regression
of current wage or price inflation on unemployment and lagged price inflation, and it is demonstrated that the coefficient on lagged inflation asymptotically approaches 1. In addition, the model predicts that real wages are strictly
procyclical in response to technology shocks, but can be either procyclical,
acyclical, or countercyclical in response to demand shocks. Thus, this study
can explain why economists have reached different conclusions about the cyclical behavior of real wages.
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1. Introduction
The origins of the Phillips curve lie in Phillips’ (1958) [1] analysis of British data
from 1861-1957, which finds a negative relationship between the unemployment
rate and the rate of wage inflation. Samuelson and Solow (1960) [2] extend the
Phillips curve to also refer to the relationship between the unemployment rate
and the rate of price inflation. Friedman (1968) [3] and Phelps (1968) [4] argue
that expected inflation should be included as an independent variable in a Phillips curve, with a predicted coefficient of 1. With this expectations-augmented
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2017.52004 January 25, 2017
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Phillips curve, the economy is characterized by a natural rate of unemployment,
to which it eventually returns following a shock.
In empirical estimation of the Phillips curve, expected inflation is generally
proxied by lagged inflation. Researchers find evidence for the expectationsaugmented Phillips curve, as the coefficient on unemployment is generally negative and the sum of coefficients on lagged inflation is generally close to 1 in regressions of wage or price inflation on unemployment and lagged inflation. (See,
for example, King and Watson, 1994 [5]; Fuhrer, 1995 [6]; Campbell, 1997 [7];
Staiger, Stock, and Watson, 2001 [8]; Flaschel, Kauermann, and Semmler, 2007
[9]; and Galí, 2011 [10] for empirical evidence for the Phillips curve.) However,
while economists find empirical support for the Phillips curve, it is more difficult to provide theoretical justification for it.
This study develops an efficiency wage model in which workers have incomplete information about wages at other firms. The wage and employment decisions of profit-maximizing firms result in a Phillips curve relationship at the aggregate level between inflation (either of wages or prices), unemployment, and
lagged inflation. Three Phillips curve specifications are considered: a regression
of wage inflation on unemployment and lagged wage inflation (the wage-wage
Phillips curve), a regression of wage inflation on unemployment and lagged
price inflation (the wage-price Phillips curve), and a regression of price inflation
on unemployment and lagged price inflation (the price-price Phillips curve).
The wage-wage Phillips curve is a reduced-form relationship that is derived
directly from the profit-maximizing behavior of firms. In this equation, the sum
of coefficients on lagged wage inflation equals 1, and the coefficient on unemployment is negative and depends on just four parameters.
The wage-price Phillips curve and price-price Phillips curve are not reducedform equations. Rather, they are statistical relationships obtained from modeling
stochastic shocks to the growth rate of demand. Modeling these shocks yields
expressions for wages, prices, and unemployment in each period as functions of
these shocks. These expressions are then treated as data in a regression in which
the independent variables are unemployment and lagged price inflation and the
dependent variable is the current value of either wage or price inflation. The eq−1
uation βˆ = ( X′X ) X′y yields expressions for the coefficients on unemployment and lagged price inflation as functions of the model’s microeconomic parameters. It is demonstrated that the coefficient on lagged price inflation
asymptotically approaches 1 as the sample size increases. However, even when
the sample size is small, the coefficient is very close to 1 when reasonable parameter values are chosen.
These Phillips curves are disequilibrium relationships determined from the
response of wages, prices, and unemployment to exogenous demand shocks.
Over time, these endogenous variables approach their equilibrium values, which
means that the economy is characterized by a natural rate of unemployment.
The model also makes predictions about cyclical behavior of real wages, and it
is demonstrated that real wages can be procyclical, acyclical, or countercyclical
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in response to shocks to aggregate demand. The framework can also be used to
analyze technology shocks, and real wages are strictly procyclical with respect to
these shocks. The model’s prediction that real wages can be either procyclical or
countercyclical can explain why real wages appear to behave differently in different time periods1.

2. Review of Previous Phillips Curve Studies
Two prominent models of the Phillips curve are the sticky price Phillips curve
and the sticky information Phillips curve. The sticky price Phillips curve (also
referred to as the New Keynesian Phillips curve) is discussed in Roberts (1995)
[12], who shows that a Phillips curve relationship can be derived from the staggered contract models of Taylor (1979, 1980) [13] [14] and Calvo (1983) [15]
and from the quadratic adjustment cost model of Rotemberg (1982) [16]. Roberts demonstrates that these models all yield the prediction that inflation depends on expectations of future inflation and on the output gap. While the sticky
price model is widely used in policy analysis, it is criticized on several grounds.
Fuhrer and Moore (1995) [17] find that it cannot explain why inflation is so persistent, and Ball (1994) [18] shows that this model predicts that announced,
credible disinflations may cause booms instead of recessions.
Galí and Gertler (1999) [19] develop another variant of the sticky price Phillips curve in which price inflation depends on expectations of future marginal
cost. They measure marginal cost by labor’s share of national income and demonstrate that their model outperforms a conventional sticky price model in
which inflation depends on the output gap. However, while Galí and Gertler
show that price inflation depends on the behavior of wages, their study does not
analyze the factors that determine wages.
In the sticky information model of Mankiw and Reis (2002) [20], a fraction of
firms receives information in each period that enables them to compute optimal
prices, while the remaining firms set prices based on out-of-date information.
The authors demonstrate that their model explains output and inflation dynamics better than a sticky price model. The present model is similar to Mankiw and
Reis’ model in that economic fluctuations result from imperfect information.
However, it differs from Mankiw and Reis by assuming a different type of imperfect information. In the Mankiw-Reis model, firms have imperfect information about the optimal price of their products and this imperfect information affects their pricing and output decisions. In contrast, the present study assumes
that workers have imperfect information about average wages in making decisions related to their effort and on-the-job search and that this imperfect information affects the wage decisions (and hence employment decisions) of firms.
There are reasons to believe that, in explaining economic fluctuations, workCampbell (2010) [11] develops a rudimentary version of the model in this study. This previous
study derives an equation for the wage-wage Phillips curve, but does not derive the paths of wage inflation, price inflation, and unemployment in response to aggregate demand shocks; does not consider technology shocks; does not derive the wage-wage, wage-price, and price-price Phillips curves
in the context of a single model; and does not consider the cyclical behavior of real wages.
1
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ers’ imperfect information about average wages is more important than firms’
imperfect information about optimal prices. Optimal prices in Mankiw and Reis’
model depend on aggregate prices and aggregate output. Statistics on the price
level and GDP are readily available on the internet, so it is not obvious why firms
would operate with out-of-date information. On the other hand, workers’ behavior regarding effort and quit decisions should be determined by their wages relative to average wages for workers who are employed in a similar narrowly defined occupational group and who have similar qualifications (e.g., age, experience, and education), and this information is not easily obtainable. In fact,
when Bewley (1999) [21] interviewed employers about their labor relations, respondents indicated that they thought their workers did not have a very precise
idea about the wages offered at other firms.
There are other ways in which this study differs from the sticky price and
sticky information models of the Phillips curve. First, this study considers both
the labor market and the product market, whereas some previous studies (e.g.,
Galí and Gertler, 1999 [19]; Mankiw and Reis, 2002 [20]) do not consider the
labor market and thus do not consider unemployment. Second, unlike previous
Phillips curve models, this study derives expressions for the wage-wage, wageprice, and price-price Phillips curves in the context of a single model. Third, this
study derives explicit expressions for the paths of wages, prices, and unemployment, which are endogenously determined as functions of underlying demand
shocks to the economy. Because expressions are derived for these variables, this
study is able to analyze the cyclical behavior of real wages.

3. Assumptions
In deriving the model, the following assumptions are made:
1) Workers’ efficiency (e) depends on the ratio of their current wages to their
expectations of average wages at other firms and on the unemployment rate, so
that

=
e e Wt Wt e , ut  , with eW > 0, eu > 0, eWW < 0, and eWu < 0,
where Wt is a worker’s current wage, Wt e denotes workers’ expectations of average wages (to be defined below), and ut is the unemployment rate. Campbell
(2006) [22] demonstrates that an expression of this form can be derived from the
utility-maximizing behavior of workers, who balance the cost of exerting effort
with the benefit of higher effort, as higher effort reduces the probability of dismissal and thus increases expected future income. The effort model of Campbell
is based on the shirking model of Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) [23] and the
gift-exchange model of Akerlof (1982, 1984) [24] [25]. Other explanations for
why efficiency depends positively on wages and unemployment include the labor
turnover models of Stiglitz (1974) [26], Schlicht (1978) [27], and Salop (1979)
[28] and the adverse selection model of Weiss (1980) [29]. More generally, the
function e Wt Wt e , ut  can be viewed as incorporating all of these explanations.
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2) In the short run, workers have incomplete information about current wages
at other firms and use information on lagged average wages to help predict the
current average wage rate. Note that this assumption means that wages must
vary across firms, so that workers cannot infer the average wage from their own
wage2. The fact that workers use information on lagged average wages to predict
current average wages means that their expectations of average wages can be
viewed as a mixture of rational and adaptive expectations. Mathematically, it is
assumed that Wt e is given by the equation,
=
Wt e

(W ) (W )
ω

t

L

t

1−ω

+ν t ,

where Wt is the actual average wage, Wt L represents workers’ expectations of
current average wages based on their information on lagged wages, ω measures
the degree to which expectations are unbiased, and νt is a random error term.
This assumption is supported the findings of previous studies. Roberts (1998)
[30] shows that survey forecasts of inflation can be explained by a model in
which part of the population has rational expectations and the rest have adaptive
expectations. Pfajfar and Santoro (2010) [31] examine a cross section of individuals’ inflation forecasts, and they find that some individuals have rational expectations and that some form their expectations adaptively, while the expectations of others are based on adaptive learning and sticky information. Levine et
al. (2012) [32] develop a DSGE model both under the assumption that all firms
and households have rational expectations and the assumption that a proportion
of households and firms have rational expectations and the rest have adaptive
expectations. They find that, “All behavioural models [i.e., models with mixed
rational and adaptive expectations] ‘decisively’, in fact very decisively, dominate
the purely rational models with very large LL [log likelihood] differences of
around 20.”
Campbell (2014) [33] provides theoretical support for the assumption of
mixed rational and adaptive expectations. A model is developed in which it is
costly for agents both to form incorrect expectations of average wages and to
acquire information that would yield an unbiased estimate of the average wage.
It is demonstrated that cost minimization implies that wage expectations are a
mixture of rational and adaptive expectations, with the value of ω and the
weights on each lag in the adaptive component determined by the model’s microeconomic parameters.
3) Firms produce output (Q) with the Cobb-Douglas production function,
φ

Qt = Atφ Lφt K 01−φ e Wt Wt e , ut  ,

in which L represents labor input, A represents technology (assumed to be exogenous), and K is the capital stock (assumed to be fixed at K0).
4) Each firm faces a downward-sloping demand curve in the product market
of the following form:
For example, it could be assumed that firms make random errors in setting wages, but that the
profit-maximizing wage is set on average. These errors could be due to firms’ lack of perfect information about the level of product demand or about the parameters in their profit functions.
2
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−γ

P 
QtD = Yt  t  ,
 Pt 

where Y is real aggregate demand, P is the firm’s price, P is the aggregate price
level, and γ is the price elasticity of demand. Accordingly, the firm’s price and
total revenue can be expressed as
1

−

1

Pt = Yt γ Qt γ Pt ,

and
γ −1

1

γ
γ
PQ
Pt .
t t = Yt Qt

It is assumed that real aggregate demand is determined from a constant velocity specification, so that Yt = M t P t . However, demand shocks have similar effects if it is assumed that aggregate demand is determined from an IS-LM
framework3.
5) Labor supply is inelastic and equals N times the number of firms. Parameters are chosen so that there is excess supply of labor. As discussed in Campbell
(2008) [35], assuming a positive relationship between efficiency and wages does
not guarantee that there will be excess supply of labor. Whether a firm operates
on its labor supply curve or to the left of its labor supply curve (i.e., pays an efficiency wage) depends on the elasticity of output with respect to the wage, calculated at the market-clearing wage. Since parameters are chosen so that firms
maximize profits by paying efficiency wages, wages (W) and employment (L) are
determined by differentiating the profit function with respect to both W and L.
Given the model’s assumptions, profits in period t (net of capital costs) can be
expressed as
1
γ

φ
=
Π Yt  Atφ Lφt K 01−φ e Wt Wt e , ut  



γ −1
γ

Pt − Wt Lt .

(1)

4. Basic Model
The profits of the typical firm are given by Equation (1). Differentiating this equation with respect to Lt and setting the derivative equal to 0 yields
φ ( γ −1)
γ

φ ( γ − 1) γ
dΠ
= 0=
Yt At
dLt
γ
1

φ ( γ −1)
−1
γ

Lt

(1−φ )(γ −1)

K0

e Wt Wt e , ut 

γ

φ ( γ −1)
γ

Pt − Wt ,

so that
Lt = Wt

γ
φ ( γ −1) −γ

φ ( γ −1)
−
φ ( γ −1) −γ

× At

γ

1

 γ
 φ (γ −1) −γ − φ (γ −1) −γ
Yt


 ϕ (γ − 1) 
(1−φ )(γ −1)
−
φ ( γ −1) −γ

K0

φ ( γ −1)
−
 φ (γ −1) −γ

e Wt Wt e , ut 

(2)
−

γ

φ γ −1 −γ
Pt ( ) .

The other first-order condition is
For example, Campbell (2009) [34] develops an AD-AS model in which aggregate demand is determined from an IS-LM specification, and the predictions of the IS-LM specification are similar to
what would be obtained with a constant velocity specification.
3
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φ ( γ −1)
γ

dΠ
γ −1 γ
Yt At
= 0= φ
dWt
γ
1

φ ( γ −1)
γ

Lt

(1−φ )(γ −1)
γ

K0

e []

φ ( γ −1)
−1
γ

eW [  ]

1
Pt − Lt . (3)
Wt e

If (2) is substituted into (3), the following condition, which is analogous to the
Solow (1979) [36] condition, is obtained:
−1
1
Wt e Wt Wt e , ut  eW Wt Wt e , ut  e = 1 .
W

(4)

t

Totally differentiating Equation (4) and dividing it by the original equation
yields


Wt eWW Wt  ˆ
−1
0=
1 − e eW e +
 Wt
eW Wt e 
Wt


W e W  ˆ
+  −1 + e−1eW te − WW te  Wt e
eW Wt 
Wt

e

+  Wu − e−1eu  dut ,
 eW

ˆ
where Wˆt = dWt Wt and Wt e = dWt e Wt e . The above equation can be viewed
as representing the relationship between percentage deviations in Wt, percentage
deviations in Wt e , and percentage-point deviations in ut from their steady-state
values. (Thus, du=
ut − u ∗ , where u* is the natural rate.) The above equation
t
can be further simplified by substituting Wt Wt e = eeW−1 (from Equation (4)),
yielding

(

2
e e
ˆ ee
Wˆt =+
Wt e  2u W − Wu W
e
e
 WW eeWW

)


 dut .


(5)

If small deviations of W, W e , and u from their initial equilibrium values are
considered, the coefficient on dut can be treated as a constant, with this constant
determined by the initial equilibrium values of e, eW , eu , eWW , and eWu . The
fact that W = W e in equilibrium means that (from Equation (4)) e = eW . This
substitution allows (5) to be expressed as
ˆ Wˆ e + eu − eWu du .
=
W
t
t
t
eWW

(6)

The unemployment rate is given by the equation,

ut =

N − Lt
.
N

Letting sL = L* N (where L* is the equilibrium value of L), dut can be approximated by

=
dut

−dLt −dLt
=
≈ − sL Lˆt .
N
L∗t
sL

(7)

Appendix A (note: all of the appendices are available on-line at
http://www.niu.edu/econ/about/directory/faculty/campbell/phillips-paper-appe
ndix.pdf) demonstrates that expressing (2) as deviations from steady-state val30
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ues, substituting the resulting expression into (7), aggregating across firms, and
substituting (7) into (6) yields

ˆ
=
Wt

sL ( eu − eWu )
eWW
ˆ
Wt e −
Mˆ t ,
− sL ( eu − eWu )
eWW − sL ( eu − eWu )

eWW

(8)

ˆ
where Wt represents the average wage. Appendix A also derives the following
expressions for unemployment and the price level:

(

ˆ
dut =
− sL Mˆ t − Wt

)

(9)

and
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Pt = 1 − φ + φ e −1eu sL  Mˆ t − φ Aˆt − φ e −1eu sLWt + φWt e .

(10)

5. The Wage-Wage Phillips Curve
This section derives an equation for the wage-wage Phillips curve. From the
second assumption, workers’ expectations of average wages are a mixture of rational and adaptive expectations. In specifying a functional form for Wt e , it is
assumed that the adaptive component of workers’ wage expectations ( Wt L ) depends on lagged wages and on a geometric weighted average of wage inflation in
previous periods. In particular, Wt e is defined as,
λ1
λ2
λT

 W  W 
 W

Wt = Wt Wt −1  t −1   t − 2    t −T 

 Wt − 2   Wt −3 
 Wt −T −1 

e

ω

1−ω






with λ1 + λ2 +  + λT =
1.

In terms of percentage deviations, the above equation can be expressed as,
ˆ
ˆ
Wt e= ωWt + (1 − ω )
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
⋅ (1 + λ1 )Wt −1 + ( λ2 − λ1 ) Wt − 2 +  + ( λT − λT −1 ) Wt −T − λT Wt −T −1  .



(11)

Substituting (11) into (6) and aggregating across firms yields the following
equation for aggregate wage inflation:
ˆ
−W )
(Wˆ=
t

t −1

(

eu − eWu
ˆ
ˆ
du + λ W − W
(1 − ω ) eWW t 1 t −1 t − 2

(

)

(

)

)

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
+λ2 Wt − 2 − Wt −3 +  + λT Wt −T − Wt −T −1 .

(12)

Equation (12) is a reduced-form relationship between current wage inflation,
unemployment, and a weighted average of lagged wage inflation (with the
weights summing to 1), and thus is a reduced-form equation for the wage-wage
Phillips curve4. The coefficient on the unemployment rate is negative and depends on just four parameters.
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Since Wt , Wt −1 , and Wt −2 are the percentage differences in wages from their initial values, the

4

ˆ
ˆ
difference between Wt and Wt −1 is the percentage change in wages between period t − 1 and peˆ
ˆ
riod t, and the difference between Wt −1 and Wt −2 is the percentage change in wages between pe-

riod t − 2 and period t − 1.
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6. The Wage-Price Phillips Curve and Price-Price
Phillips Curve
Section 5 derives a reduced-form equation for the wage-wage Phillips curve.
However, Phillips curves are generally estimated by regressing either wage inflation or price inflation on unemployment and lagged price inflation. For the
wage-price Phillips curve and the price-price Phillips curve, the model does not
yield reduced-form coefficients on unemployment or lagged price inflation. To
obtain coefficients for these versions of the Phillips curve, a different approach is
taken. Stochastic shocks to the growth rate of demand are modeled, yielding expressions for wage inflation, price inflation, and unemployment as functions of
the underlying shocks. These expressions are then treated as data in regressions
in which unemployment and lagged price inflation are the independent variables
and current wage or price inflation is the dependent variable. From these regressions, expressions are obtained for the coefficients on unemployment and lagged
inflation as functions of the model’s microeconomic parameters and the number
of time periods in the sample (T). It is demonstrated that as T → ∞, the coefficient on lagged inflation approaches 1 in both the wage-price and the price-price
Phillips curves. However, even if the sample size is small, the coefficients on
lagged inflation are very close to 1 with reasonable parameter values.
ˆ
In modeling these shocks, it is assumed that Wt e is given by (11), with
λ1 = 1 and λi = 0 for i ≥ 2. (The assumption that λ1 = 1 and λi = 0 for i ≥ 2
is made to make the model mathematically tractable.) Then, substituting (11)
into (8) yields

ˆ
=
Wt

eWW
−

eWW
ωWˆ + 2 (1 − ω )Wˆ − (1 − ω )Wˆ 
t
t −1
t −2 



− sL ( eu − eWu )
sL ( eu − eWu )

eWW − sL ( eu − eWu )

(13)

Mˆ t ,

which can be expressed as

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Wt − 2aWt −1 + aWt − 2 =
(1 − a ) Mˆ t ,

(14)

where

=
a

(1 − ω ) eWW
< 1.
(1 − ω ) eWW − sL ( eu − eWu )

Equation (14) is a second-order difference equation, and its solution yields an
expression for wages in each period as a function of current and lagged values of
demand. This equation is used to model the effect of a series of stochastic shocks
to the growth rate of demand. In particular, it is assumed that the growth rate of
demand is 0 for t ≤ 0, and then can be expressed as Mˆ t − Mˆ t −1 = Mˆ t −1 − Mˆ t − 2 + ε t
for t ≥ 1, where ε t is a random error with a mean of 0. Appendix B derives the
following solutions for wage inflation, price inflation, and unemployment:

ˆ
ˆ
Wt − W
=
t −1

32

t

∑ ε k 1 − ρ t − k +1 cos ψ ( t − k + 1)  ,
k =1

(15a)
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ˆ ˆ
Pt −=
Pt −1

∑ ε k 1 − φ ( (ω − e−1eu sL ) ρ 2 + 1 − ω ) ρ t − k −1 cos ψ ( t − k + 1)  , (15b)
t

k =1

and

dut =−

sL
1− ρ 2

t

∑ ε k ρ t − k + 2 sin ψ ( t − k + 1) ,

(15c)

k =1

where ρ = a and ψ = arccos a .
Consider first the wage-price Phillips curve. To obtain predicted coefficients
for this relationship, the above expressions for wage inflation, unemployment,
and lagged price inflation are used as data in the regression,

(Wˆ − Wˆ ) = βˆ du + βˆ ( Pˆ
t

t −1

1

t

)

ˆ
− Pt − 2 + ε t .

t −1

2

It is assumed that the data start in period t0 and end in period T. Letting β̂
represent a vector of the estimated β’s, values for β̂1 and β̂ 2 can be obtained
−1
from the equation βˆ = ( X′X ) X′y , where
Wˆ − Wˆ 
 du
t0 −1 
 t0
 t0
ˆ

ˆ 
W − Wt0  and
du
y =  t0 +1
X =  t0 +1








 Wˆ − Wˆ 
 du
T −1 
 T
 T

ˆ
ˆ
Pt0 −1 − Pt0 − 2 


ˆ
ˆ
Pt0 − Pt0 −1  .



ˆ
ˆ
PT −1 − PT − 2 

Appendix C demonstrates that as T → ∞, the asymptotic values of β̂1 and
β̂ 2 are
ˆ
limT=
→∞ β1

((

)

a − φ ω − e −1eu sL a + 1 − ω
eu − eWu
+ 3 (1 − a )
sL (1 + a )
(1 − ω ) eWW

)

, (16a)

and
limT →∞ βˆ2 = 1 .

(16b)

The asymptotic coefficient on unemployment ( β̂1 ) equals the coefficient on
unemployment in the wage-wage Phillips curve plus an additional term. It can
be demonstrated that this additional term is negative if real wages are procyclical
and is positive if real wages are countercyclical. (The equation for real wages is
reported in Section 8.) Thus, if real wages are procyclical (countercyclical), the
coefficient on unemployment is larger (smaller) in absolute value in the
wage-price Phillips curve than in the wage-wage Phillips curve. In addition, the
coefficient on lagged inflation ( β̂ 2 ) asymptotically approaches 1. While β̂ 2
exactly equals 1 only in the asymptotic case, it is close to 1 with reasonable parameter values, even when the number of observations is small. For example,
when there are only 10 observations, β̂ 2 = 1.00033 with the baseline parameters from the micro-based efficiency function in Campbell (2008) [35].
Now consider the price-price Phillips curve. This relationship can be expressed as,

( Pˆ − Pˆ ) = βˆ du + βˆ ( Pˆ
t

t −1

1

t

2

t −1

)

ˆ
− Pt − 2 + ε t .
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Given the paths of unemployment and price inflation in (15b) and (15c), Appendix C demonstrates that the asymptotic coefficients are
e −e
limT →∞ βˆ1 = u Wu
(1 − ω ) eWW

(1 − 3ρ )(1 − ρ )  ρ
2

−

2

((

)

)

−φ ω − e −1eu sL ρ 2 + 1 − ω 

,
sL ρ 2 1 + ρ 2
2

(

)

(17a)

and
limT →∞ βˆ2 = 1 .

(17b)

For the price-price Phillips curve, the coefficient on unemployment equals the
coefficient on unemployment in the wage-wage Phillips curve plus a term that is
positive (negative) if real wages are procyclical (countercyclical). As in the case
of the wage-price Phillips curve, the coefficient on lagged inflation asymptotically approaches 1 and is close to 1 even when the number of observations is
small. For example, when there are 10 observations, β̂ 2 = 0.999105 with the
baseline parameters in Campbell (2008) [35].
From Equations (15a), (15b), and (15c), the long-run response of wage inflation, price inflation, and unemployment to aggregate demand shocks can be
calculated. The long-run effect of aggregate demand shocks (i.e., shocks to ε) is
to raise wages and prices by the same amount as the shock. On the other hand,
aggregate demand shocks have no long-run effect on unemployment. In addition, it can be demonstrated that technology shocks have no long-run effect on
unemployment. Thus, the economy is characterized by a natural rate of unemployment.

7. Technology Shocks
Under the assumption that demand is given by the constant velocity specificaˆ
tion, =
Yˆt Mˆ t − Pt , shocks to technology (A) have no effect on nominal wages
and no effect on employment and unemployment. Given this specification for
demand, (14) shows that the only determinant of nominal wages is nominal demand. In addition, (A3) shows that employment depends only on nominal demand and nominal wages. Thus, if nominal demand is held constant, technology
shocks would have no effect on either wages or employment. The reason why
technology does not affect wages or employment is that, with a constant velocity
specification, the direct effect of a rise in technology on labor demand is exactly
offset by the effect of a decline in prices on labor demand (since an improvement
in technology reduces prices). While technology shocks have no effect on wages
or employment, (10) shows that positive technology shocks reduce prices and
thus raise real wages.
The prediction that technology shocks reduce prices but do not affect employment and nominal wages is consistent with the findings of Liu and Phaneuf
(2007) [37]. Using a structural vector autoregression model, they find that a positive technology shock may either raise or lower per capita hours worked, de34
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pending on the specification of the model (i.e., whether hours are expressed in
terms of log-levels or log-differences). They also find that a positive technology
shock slightly lowers nominal wage inflation, but that the effect is not significantly different from 0. Their results also indicate that technology shocks significantly reduce price inflation and significantly increase real wages.
If it is assumed that the economy experiences a combination of demand
shocks and technology shocks, the coefficients in the wage-price and price-price
Phillips curves will be different from the values predicted by (16) and (17), since
these predicted coefficients are derived from modeling a series of demand
shocks. On the other hand, the coefficients in a wage-wage Phillips curve will be
the same as the values predicted by (12), since (12) is a reduced-form relationship.

8. The Cyclical Behavior of Real Wages
This section analyzes the model’s predictions concerning the cyclical behavior of
real wages. When the economy experiences demand shocks, the behavior of real
wages is ambiguous. Appendix B shows that, in response to demand shocks, real
wages and unemployment are given by the equations,

(

)

−1
2
2
ˆ ˆ φ ω − e eu sL ρ + φ (1 − ω ) − ρ
=
Wt − Pt
1− ρ 2

t

∑ ε k ρ t − k sin ψ ( t − k + 1) ,
k =1

and
dut =−

sL ρ 2
1− ρ 2

t

∑ ε k ρ t − k sin ψ ( t − k + 1) .
k =1

The coefficient on ∑ ε k ρ t − k sin ψ ( t − k + 1)  is strictly negative in the equation for unemployment. However, the coefficient on this term in the real wage
equation is theoretically ambiguous. Thus, real wages can be either procyclical,
acyclical, or countercyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks. In response to technology shocks, real wages are unambiguously procyclical, since
positive (negative) technology shocks decrease (increase) prices, but do not affect nominal wages.
Since real wages can be either procyclical or countercyclical in response to
demand shocks, the overall cyclical behavior of real wages is theoretically ambiguous. The fact that real wages can be either procyclical or countercyclical can
explain why the cyclical behavior of real wages has appeared to differ across time
periods. For example, Huang, Liu, and Phaneuf (2004) [38] discuss evidence
from previous studies that find that real wages were countercyclical in the interwar period but have been procyclical since the end of World War II.

9. Conclusions
This study develops a model of wage setting in which firms pay efficiency wages
and workers have imperfect information about average wages. Given these assumptions, it is demonstrated that the profit-maximizing behavior of firms
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yields a downward-sloping Phillips curve. A reduced-form equation for the
wage-wage Phillips curve is derived directly from the profit-maximization problem of firms. The wage-price and price-price Phillips curves are obtained by
modeling a series of stochastic shocks to demand, calculating expressions for
wages, prices, and unemployment, and treating these expressions as data in a regression of wage or price inflation on unemployment and lagged price inflation.
In such a regression, the coefficient on lagged inflation asymptotically approaches 1, and it is very close to 1 even when the sample size is small.
The results of this study suggest that more research should be conducted on
the wage-wage Phillips curve. In almost all previous Phillips curve research, the
right-hand side variable is expected price inflation, rather than expected wage
inflation. However, in the model developed in this study, the wage-wage Phillips
curve can be derived from profit-maximizing behavior, so in this model it is the
most natural specification of inflation dynamics. While expected price inflation
is the independent variable in the vast majority of Phillips curve studies, there is
some precedent for a wage-wage specification. In Phelps’ (1968) [4] seminal paper, the right-hand side variable is expected wage inflation, resulting in a wagewage Phillips curve. In addition, Perry (1978) [39] regresses average hourly
earnings (AHE) on the inverse of the unemployment rate and on lagged values
of either AHE, the consumer price index (CPI), or the private nonfarm GDP
deflator (GDPD). When the equations are estimated over the longest sample period (1954-1977), the regression with lagged AHE has the lowest standard error,
the Durbin-Watson statistic that is closest to 2, and the sum of coefficients on
lagged inflation that is closest to 1.0. An additional advantage of a wage-wage
specification is that there is no need to control for technology shocks, as discussed in Section 7. Even if the wage-wage Phillips curve is the most natural specification, the model shows why researchers will still find evidence for the
wage-price and the price-price Phillips curves.
This study predicts how microeconomic parameters determine the slope of
the Phillips curve. The wage-wage Phillips curve depends on the degree of rational expectations, the derivative of efficiency with respect to unemployment,
the second derivative of efficiency with respect to the wage, and the cross derivative of efficiency with respect to wages and unemployment. The wage-price and
the price-price Phillips curves depend on these parameters and also on the cyclical behavior of real wages. Thus, the model can be used to predict how changes
in various parameters would affect the slope of the Phillips curve. For example, if
expectations become more rational as information becomes more available, then
the Phillips curve will become steeper. Also, if efficiency becomes more (less)
responsive to unemployment (perhaps because of demographical changes), the
result will be a steepening (flattening) of the Phillips curve.
The model also makes predictions about the cyclical behavior of real wages. In
response to productivity shocks, real wages are strictly procyclical. However,
when economic fluctuations result from shocks to aggregate demand, the model
predicts that real wages can be either procyclical, acyclical, or countercyclical, so
36
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the overall cyclical behavior of real wages is theoretically ambiguous. Thus, this
study can explain why real wages appear to behave differently in different time
periods.
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